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CARBON FOOTPRINT
• 26.3% reduction achieved relative to our 

2005 baseline.
• Delivered the second cruise ship in the world 

to be powered by LNG
• Expanded partnership with Shell to fuel 

North America’s first LNG-Powered Cruise 
Ships

• Continued partnership with Wärtsilä to drive 
further gains in engine efficiency.

EXHAUST GAS 
CLEANING TECHNOLOGY

62• % of fleet equipped with Exhaust Gas 
Cleaning Systems.

• Named winner of Lloyd's List Americas 
2017 Cleaner Safer Seas Solutions Award 
for Clean-Air Commitment. 

AWWPS TECHNOLOGY
Increased fleet wide capacity coverage by •

6.2 percentage points.

COLD IRONING CAPACITY
• 43 % of fleet equipped with cold ironing 

capabilities.

WATER EFFICIENCY
4.0 • % increase in water efficiency.

WASTE REDUCTION
3.7 • % reduction in waste rate

GUEST AND CREWMEMBER 
HEALTH, SAFETY & SECURITY

Implemented a Psychometric Evaluation Program•

Continued • to support research to test the efficiency of 
disinfection products against norovirus.

DIVERSITY & ETHICS
Continued • to build a diverse and inclusive workforce.

• Together with Catalyst (the leading US nonprofit  
with a mission to expand opportunities for women) 
we made a pledge to support the advancement of 
women's leadership and diversity in the workplace.

• Together with Executive Leadership Council (ELC –
the leading US organization working to empower 
African-American corporate leaders) we made a 
pledge to support and encourage diversity in the 
workplace.

BUSINESS PARTNER CODE OF CONDUCT 
AND ETHICS
• Continue to deploy a supplier  evaluation 

questionnaire within our supply chain.
• Announced commitment to support responsible 

chicken sourcing practices.

OUR COMMUNITY
Pledged up to $• 12 million for Hurricane Irma relief and rebuild 
efforts.
Started partnership with Mercy Ships.•

Continued • partnership with The Nature Conservancy.
Continued support to • the Smithsonian National Museum of 
African American History & Culture.

Making Progress on our 
2020 Sustainability Goals (FY2017)

ACHIEVED



Carnival's PARTNERSHIP WITH 
NATURE CONSERVANCY





EXHAUST GAS CLEANING 
TECHNOLOGY
• $500 Million commitment to 

design, build and install Exhaust 
Gas Cleaning systems on our ships

62• % of fleet equipped with Exhaust 
Gas Cleaning Technology

Removes • 99% of sulfur and well 
over 50% particulate matter -
additional filters further remove 
particulate matter and reduce 
nitrogen oxides by 10 %.



Our GHG performance to date
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2020 • GHG Goal:  Reduce the intensity of CO2e (equivalent carbon dioxide) emissions 
from our operations by 25% by 2020 relative to our 2005 baseline, measured in grams 
of CO2e per ALB-km by 2020

Achieved ahead of schedule, but we continue to invest in reduction technology•



How did we do it?
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Investing in energy efficiency•

Investing in  energy efficiency improvements for the fleet•

Prioritizing energy efficiency•

Energy efficiency commands a high priority within the company and forms an integral part •
of our corporate sustainability goals

Exploring new technology•

Currently running • 146 different R&D or ‘technical prototype’ projects

Implementing new technology•

Carnival corporation has been at the forefront of investment in new energy efficiency •
technologies and is leading the way with LNG powered ships – 2 currently operating and 11 
new LNG ships on order



Some examples of Engine Efficiency 
Projects

Dual Fuel engines•
On our recent ships we have fitted dual fuel engines that •
allows us to run on LNG whilst alongside – we have the 
world’s first large cruise vessel fully powered by LNG just 
delivered in November 2018 and 10 more on order

Turbocharger Upgrade & Valve Timing•
We have installed high efficiency turbochargers and new •
camshaft swith Miller inlet valve timing to improve engine 
performance at port load

Receiver Temperature Dew Point Control•
We installed systems to improve the efficiency of the •
engines by keeping charge air at the optimal temperature 

• Engine Performance Monitoring
We have installed equipment that allows us to combine the •
power and fuel measurements and transmit this data ashore 
so that we are able to monitor the performance of every 
engine in the fleet (> 500 engines) in real time



Some examples of Propulsion 
Efficiency Projects
• Air Lubrication system

• Air lubrication systems have been fitted to several 
vessels to provide a bubble carpet to reduce hull 
resistance. 

• Hull Coating
• We are working with all of the major paint 

manufacturers on analyzing paint performance and 
constantly trialing new paint schemes. 

• Propeller Boss Cap Fins
• We have 208 propellers across our fleet and we are 

obviously keen to make them as efficient as 
possible – one way to improve efficiency has been 
to fit boss cap fins to ‘recover’ wasted propulsive 
energy from the flow. 

• Hull performance monitoring system 
• We have a range of hull performance monitoring 

systems fitted across our fleet that allow us to 
collect data on propulsive efficiency



Some examples of HVAC Efficiency 
Improvement  Projects

HVAC Automation • – Re-circulation mode
We been fitting advanced HVAC automation with energy •
saving features that allows us to exploit ‘on demand’ air flow 
for public spaces.

Absorption Chillers•
We have new generation power• -heat-refrigeration absorption 
chiller systems installed on a number of vessels. Waste heat 
from the cooling water of the diesel engines is used to operate 
cascade heat consumption in an absorption chiller for the 
production of chilled water.

Galley Ventilation system•
Galleys consume large quantities of conditioned air and we •
have fitted systems that detect smoke, steam, and 
temperature caused by cooking activity and adjust the fan 
speeds accordingly

Air Handling Units & Chilled Water Pumps•
We have developed a system for remote monitoring of power •
consumption from all of the air handling units and chilled 
water pumps on-board which let us continually assess the 
energy efficiency of the HVAC system



Some examples of Auxiliaries 
Efficiency Improvement  Projects

Waste Heat Recovery•
We have fitted some of the most sophisticated waste heat •
recovery systems in the industry which include exhaust 
heat recovery steam turbines

LED lighting•
On board our ships we typically have in the region of •
50,000 light bulbs and lighting is a major power consumer. 
We have been fitting LED lighting across both public and 
technical areas to make considerable savings in both 
lighting power and in HVAC load.

Fresh water•
On board a typical ship we use over • 1,000,000 litres of 
fresh water every day we have a wide variety of measures 
designed to both improve the efficiency of our fresh water 
production as well as reducing consumption

Consumption Mapping•
We have fitted instrumentation for mapping of on• -board 
consumption of electrical power, fresh water and steam 
which  allows us to both influence operational behaviour
and target our  energy savings capital investment.



Some examples of Future Technologies 
we are exploring

Fuel Cells•
We have a range of on• -going projects assessing the 
feasibility of different technology fuel cells including trial 
installations

Batteries / Hybrid•
We are currently working with several different equipment •
suppliers providing feasibility studies and concept designs 
for potential battery installations on-board our vessels

Renewable Energy•
We are assessing the viability of possible renewable energy •
solutions both in the fuel supply chain and on-board our 
vessels

Alternative Fuels•
In addition to our pioneering work on the use of LNG as a •
marine fuel in the cruise sector we are continuing to work 
with major fuel suppliers on feasibility assessments for next 
next generation alternative fuels solutions, including 
bio/synthetic LNG and other



Pioneering LNG for Cruise 
Industry 



Some key issues to consider
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The likely new energy sources will vary across the different sectors of •
shipping - there is no one size fits all solution

The next generation fuels will need a shore based infrastructure to support •
their distribution if they are not compatible

There are considerable safety issues with some of the suggested solutions•

Increases in renewable power generation will make some fuels more •
affordable as power costs drop and make cold ironing a real alternative in 
port

Lets not forget the local pollution issues and other environmental aspects •
that we need to deliver upon  - there is more often than not a technological 
element that requires more power to make it effective 



Thank You!


